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Thank you.<pause>I will address industrial additive manufacturing; touching on the opportunities, challenges and what I think the future holds…all in context of additive manufacturing with thermoplastics.<pause> 



Exciting 
Journey Ahead

Established foothold 
…poised for greatness

Realized in 3 years
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Here’s my position…Additive Manufacturing has established a foothold in production, both for low-volume parts and manufacturing tools, such as jigs and fixtures. It is a fitting solution that has been proven to deliver real value. Yet, we are just at the beginning of a very exciting journey. Industrial AM is poised for greatness, and we will see significant advances in the next 3 years.Yes, we have headwinds and speed bumps, but the AM industry is making great progress. 



AM Maturity

Strong adoption of tools
Strong adoption of parts

Strong adoption of tools
Adoption of parts (low-volume)
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Generally speaking, AM’s maturity level is currently low for production parts. Yet, in the near term, we will create broader reach and higher adoption of industrial AM. As we began to address the needs of industrial applications over the past decade, we saw progress and incremental adoption transpired. For example:In both aerospace and automotive, industrial AM fixtures and tools are now proven solutions with great adoption.In aerospace, industrial AM production parts are proven with solid adoption rates.In automotive, industrial AM production for high-volume parts remains out of reach, but low-volume production for exotic vehicles and racecars is increasingly common.<pause> 



Why Progress?

Unique value
Awareness and appetite
Stealth development commercialized
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I can emphatically state that there will be a significant progress, and greater adoption, in 3 years, because: Industrial AM is delivering unique value in unique ways …There is a great awareness of, and a strong appetite for, what AM can deliver and the impact it can have … and finally There is a lot of great technology in confidential development, or stealth mode, that will be commercialized soon.< pause>Now, let’s see where we are, where we are going and the challenges we face. 



Tools in Automotive
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Let’s start with a look at today’s adoption in the automotive industry for tools to aid production.While tools, such as fixtures, are becoming commonplace, they still have headwinds. AM technology works, but end customers often resist because of a prejudice for status quo or a resistance to using plastic when metal has been the norm.We have demonstrated the advantages of AM fixtures: lighter, less material, more ergonomic, less expensive and quicker to deploy. Yet, even with all that evidence, AM fixtures are not used as extensively as they could be. 



Tools in Automotive

Use less
• 1kg reduction

Use smarter
• Far lighter
• More ergonomic

BMW
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To prove my point, here is a BMW fixture from a decade ago.For the KPI of “use less”, the AM fixture cut material usage by over one kilogram.For the KPI of “use smarter”, less material yielded a lighter fixture, and with design modifications, it was more ergonomic. These two improvements increased assembly line productivity and process repeatability on the.The value is obvious, but it took 5 years for others to follow BMW’s lead. 



Tools in Automotive

Use smarter
• Provider of production line 

solutions to improve
• Safety, reliability, efficiency

• Leverages design flexibility

Eckhart
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Moving to present day, Eckhart engineers advanced industrial solutions that improve the safety, reliability, and efficiency of production lines, while enhancing the quality of life for operators. It is using jigs. Fixtures and tools smarter.And since it uses AM to make that a promise, we have benefits in the “Use Smarter” KPI. Yet, it adds even more value in this KPI by leveraging the flexibility  of AM to produces tools designed with  limitless complexity and new capabilities…their words, not mine.



Parts in Aerospace

Courtesy of United Launch Alliance
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For production parts, I will turn to aerospace to illustrate where we are.Production parts are far less mature than tools. Yes, current processes are addressing production, and they will advance to make further inroads. However, I believe that new technologies are needed to do high-volume production parts. 



Parts in Aerospace

Use smarter
• Plastic vs. metal
• 16 parts vs. 140
• Easier installation

Courtesy of United Launch Alliance

ULA
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One example of AM currently addressing aerospace production comes from United Launch Alliance and its environmental control system, or ECS, duct for the Atlas V rocket flight hardware that is nearly 1-meter long. With AM, the cost was 57% lower. But in terms of the “Use Smarter” KPI, ULTEM 9085 thermoplastic enabled a shift from metal. AM also allowed ULA to reduce the part count for the assembly from 140 pieces to just 6, which has a great impact on design, sourcing, manufacturing and assembly. The design also made the duct’s installation in the ECS far easier. 



Parts in Aerospace

Use smarter
• 100 parts vs 600
• 50% weight reduction

• Use less
• No coating/plating

Lockheed/PADT

Vorführender
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Recently, Stratasys partnered with Lockheed Martin and Phoenix Analysis & Design Technologies for work on NASA’s Orion spacecraft. For the 2019 launch, Orion will have 100 AM parts. The conservative part count without AM is 600. Part count reduction, complex designs and substitution of thermoplastic for metal yields an estimated 50 percent weight reduction.Shown here is the 6-piece docking hatch cover made with Antero ESD, an electrostatic dissipative PEKK material. Using an ESD polymer means that no coatings or plating are required.  (brings up zoomed piece) This is one of those six pieces.<pregnant pause>The challenges in automotive, for commercial vehicles, are probably obvious to you. But there are less obvious barriers that impede maturity. 



Big Challenge
Dire ct  com p arison  
to  e st ab lish e d  
p roce sse s
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The obvious challenges that AM faces are cost and time. However, there is another challenge; a challenge reinforced by the World Materials Forum’s KPIs. Less, smarter and longer are comparative to some baseline…that comparison will be to the status quo.The KPIs invite direct comparison to the time, cost and quality factors of current process. And that’s a problem because status quo offers the path of least resistance and highest confidence.To counter it, there must be a very strong desire coupled with a decrease of uncertainties. 
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Additive’s long term growth lies in Manufacturing,
which brings new challenges to overcome.

AM take rate forecast of total
addressable manufacturing market:

Applications & Materials Centric 
Specialized application know how and ability to
adjust systems and materials to industry standards

Cost Competitiveness
Provide real alternative to legacy production methods

High Throughput & Short time-to-part
Timely produce high mix parts at volumes within the
1000’s-100,000’s per year

Strict Quality & Control
Reliability and reproducibility to increase Availability, 
Performance, and Quality

24/7 Service & Connectivity
High utilization and short downtimes accompanied
by 24/7 service and data for predictive maintenance



Allure 
Quotient
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I propose that for AM, we need an additional … measure that recognizes desire and acknowledges uncertainty. I call this the “Allure … Quotient,” which is a qualitative measure of value and desire over effort and perceived risk.To be a widespread, industrial solution, AM needs a higher allure quotient. 



Allure Quotient

Desire x Quantity
Uncertainty + Effort
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Allow me to explain, starting with the top line.Here we have a measure of the motivation in non-monetary terms. The higher the desire, the more likely the application can surmount the effort and uncertainties.The desire is amplified by the number of touch points. For example, the number of AM production parts or the number of parts affected by an AM fixture. <pause>Now, let’s consider the bottom line….This is a measure of uncertainty and effort. It includes the effort to qualify, characterize and integrate a new solution. It also includes the perceived risk, due to uncertainty. For a status quo solution, the denominator is 1. For AM, it is higher. To decrease the bottom line, which improves the Allure Quotient, the AM industry needs to supply education, information, and guidance to promote maturity.<pause> 



Allure Quotient

Jigs and Fixtures for GrabCAD Print
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The effect of the allure quotient motivated GrabCad to introduce a solution for designing and 3D printing jigs and fixtures. The desire is high, but the effort and uncertainty often trumped the value.Essentially, this software removes the need to be CAD proficient and AM competent by embedding experience into the software solution. So GrabCAD removed the need to gain expertise, making it more accessible, which increases the allure quotient and promotes further adoption.<pause>As a measure of maturity, I respectfully propose the allure quotient as an additional key indicator.<pregnant pause…shift gears>



Materials
Limited selection

Properties differ

Will improve < 5 years
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Being that materials are at the heart of every application, and this event is materials-centric, let me turn to thermoplastics.Today, AM offers a limited selection…and a general inability to match the properties of injection molded thermoplastics.But that will change in the next 3 years.We will see formulation refinements that allow processing with existing AM technologies. And we will see new formulations, including filled materials, that expand that portfolio.We will see more materials from the industrial stockpile made possible with AM process refinements. And we will see even more alternatives when new AM technologies emerge.However…



Materials
Tig h t ly co u p le d  t o  
p ro ce ss & m ach in e
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… We must consider that materials, machines and process are tightly coupled, which throttles material availability. The coupling between materials and processes is evident when comparing FDM and laser sintering. FDM prefers amorphous materials, while laser sintering prefers semi-crystalline. This means that a breakthrough for one will not have an impact on the other, or the entire AM technology landscape.So, portfolio expansion will be process by process.<pause>The barrier to new material introductions extends all the way down to the machine level.I can tell you that Stratasys can extrude far more materials than we currently commercially offer. However, processability doesn’t satisfy the expectation of reliability, or in other words, high confidence that under all circumstances FDM machines will produce acceptable parts.To deliver on that expectation takes countless hours of development and testing. And that time and energy limits the number of materials that companies bring to the industrial market.<pause> 



H2000 Infinite Build
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I’d like to offer a specific example of the coupling, and the challenges it presents….The H2000 Infinite Build was created to respond to the demands for aerospace parts, automotive tools, and low-cost, light-weight fixtures.To address the need, we turned FDM on its side for bigger, faster builds. It can build parts and tools of any length, and with a new extrusion approach, it can build them 10 times faster.But we discovered that to deliver the speed, we needed fast melt, so we required thermoplastics in a different form. Pellets, filaments and powders would not support our high throughput goals.We found that rapid melting required micro-pellets, which did not exist. So, we had to also develop a method to produce micro-pellets. <pause>I mention this as a reminder that technical integration is a speed bump to currently accelerate material portfolio expansion…but as I previously stated, the portfolio will absolutely grow…



Materials
Carbon -filled (CF) 
thermoplastics

“Use less”

“Use smarter”
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… And one way that it will expand is with carbon-filled thermoplastics or CFs. CFs will be an important contributor to expanding production applications and to the KPIs of using less and using smarter. <pause>What I am talking about are thermoplastics that contain carbon fibers that are chopped or continuous. These filled materials are stiffer and lighter.As an example of this benefit, consider the performance of FDM’s Nylon 12 CF, which is filled, compared to unfilled Nylon 12. This stuff is stiff…over 5 times stiffer than unfilled.  For the “Use less” KPI, less material is needed for the same performance, because of an increased strength-to-weight ratio, and an increased stiffness-to-weight ratio.For the “Use smarter” KPI, using less material for the same performance means lighter parts, and it opens the door to substitution of thermoplastics in applications that use metal.<pause>I am also convinced that the future will include continuous fiber and ribbon. Generally speaking, it can be 50% stronger than chopped fiber. But there is a limitation…in AM, it doesn’t have isotropic characteristics…unless we can break free from layer-by layer operations. But I assure you, that is being worked on. 



Cloud 
Solutions

Enterprise view

Centralized control

Integrated 3D assets

Industry 4.0
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A promising advance for industrial AM lies in digital workflows, an approach that we call Cloud Solutions.<pause>Cloud Solutions is built for distributed manufacturing. It is a tool that enables an enterprise view and centralized control of AM operations. Ultimately, the biggest benefit is the ability to integrate 3D production assets into manufacturing processes.At its core is dynamic allocation of print jobs within a facility, across multiple sites or around the globe. <pause>This is one example of progress that leads me to conclude that in 3 years AM will have broader reach and higher adoption. 



Formulate while 
p ro d u cin g  p a r t

Matrix Printing
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Another way to discover gains, a way that is unique to AM, is to change how we look at materials. Instead of single material, filled material, or overmolded materials, let’s consider materials as part of a recipe. Just imagine the impact on “use less”, “use smarter” and “use longer” if material properties can be created region-by-region or voxel-by-voxel within a part.  (for animation) Imagine these formulations being defined in a CAD file and created while 3D printing.   I am talking about matrix printing. The opportunity is there, but we need new AM tools to make it possible. 



New Technology - STEP
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We need new technologies to achieve matrix printing with thermoplastics, and we need new technologies for AM to become widely used for high-unit-volume industrial parts. 



STEP - Process
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(video autoplays)I am pleased to say that these new technologies are coming soon. One example is from a new company called Evolve Additive Solutions. Its unique AM approach is called STEP. Its targeting AM production by addressing current barriers while offering new capabilities. <pause to allow ~15 seconds of video to play>As with 2D printing, STEP produces full-color AM parts from a few base pigments…but in the form of pigmented polymers. Now, replace “pigment” with “material” to appreciate matrix printing’s possibilities…. strategically placing and blending several thermoplastics to create formulations that vary throughout a part. STEP will do just that. <pause><make sure video is complete before proceeding>



STEP
Mat rix p rin t in g

Co m p arab le  t o  
in je c t io n  m o ld in g

Bu ilt  fo r in t e g ra t io n
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In terms of time and cost, STEP is comparable to injection molding. And it has other similarities, such as processing a wide range of thermoplastics and making parts with isotropic properties and smooth finishes.STEP also allows for integration into existing production environments<pause>Advances like these will lead to industrial AM maturity.  Advances like these will happen within 3 years. 



Industrial AM: 
Challenges, Opportunities and the Future

Vorführender
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Exciting times? Promising future? Absolutely.<pause>AM will penetrate further into industrial applications, both for parts and tools, in a broader range of industries. And we will see this happen within 3 years. But we will not idly wait for change. Advances will occur incrementally in the interim; advances that move us closer to that goal.<pause>Will it be easy? Will it be without challenges? Absolutely not. But I am convinced that the “allure” will grow stronger with each passing month.Thank you.
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